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About This Game

In this superb classic retro adventure game from yesteryear, take on the role of Spud and prevent the evil Doctor Chillblane
from enslaving the world with his cruel tyranny. Travel the world from pole to pole running a gauntlet of strange creatures such
as... manic penguins, crazed pixies, paranoid polar bears and dangerous dragons... in order to complete your quest and save your

Grand- father and his amazing magical invention.
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Seeing is believing in this the world's first interactive cartoon. Find yourself slap-bang in the middle of a pre- rendered talking
world, with a 1st person viewpoint scrolling seamlessly through 360 degrees.

FEATURES INCLUDE

Over 200 stunning locations to explore and a multitude of cinematic cartoon animations

Over 16 different music compositions and a barrel full of wacky voice characterisations

A 3D inventory that allows you to construct new characters

SUPER-LOOKAROUND-O-VISION - 360 degrees of submersive entertainment

STORY

When the fiendish Doctor Chillblane revealed his wacky plans to conquer the world nobody laughed! At least not when he could
hear them anyway.

So it was, that late one snowy night Spud's Grandfather and his amazing magical toy making machine were spirited away - very
noisely, by a huge gun totting mutant reindeer!

And now it's up to SPUD to rescue his Grandfather and recover the toy making machine to prevent Doctor Chillblane from
enslaving the world with his cruel tyranny!

You play the part of SPUD - a street wise kid, who has to travel the world from pole to pole running a gauntlet of strange
creatures such as...... manic penguins, crazed pixies, paranoid polar pears and death breathing dragons..... in order to complete

his quest within this amazing cartoon adventure.
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Title: Spud!
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Developer:
Charybdis Ltd
Publisher:
Alternative Software Ltd
Release Date: 3 Mar, 2015
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this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665puts silent hill to shame. This is one of the only things that I remember from my
childhood. I was so excited when I found out that it's on Steam. My dad, my sister and I would play this and Toonstruck all the
time and recently I bought Toonstruck on GOG and I just bought this today and have completed the first half in just under 2
hours. I can't believe I can still remember what to do after about 12 years or more. So good to be able to play again! :-) I also
can't believe this has bad reviews??? 10\/10. The navigation system reminds me of the time I ate rancid calamari drank half a
tub of bleach hurled myself down the stairs then tried to run to the nearest seven eleven half naked, overall a pretty good
experience.. While it was ahead of its time when released and the gameplay is unique to say the least the story and plot are
utterly horrific. That being said I am currently working on speedrunning it for kicks and because I actually gain a small amount
of enjoyment from bad games and movies.. This game has everything - little kid protagonist, female reindeer nudity, gore, some
form of racism, Santa's little gnomes that you will use to trigger deadly traps, cute fluffy bunnies - also to trigger traps, and the
most ridiculous, unsolvable with human logic puzzles. And the weirdest 3D graphics that I have ever seen.
Still I`m not sure what I played but you need to try this! It`s actually quite enjoyable!

"It's a little gnome!". I strapped an alarm clock and some TNT to the Duracell Bunny to make a time bomb.. 11\/10 Better than
any other game in my library.
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